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Abstract. Determining the criterion for critical limits is always one of the essential
challenges for traffic safety authorities. The purpose of identifying accident hotspots is to
achieve high-priority locations in order to effectively allocate the safety budgets as well as to
promote more efficient and faster safety at the road network level. In recent years, human,
vehicle, road and environment have been recognized as the three main effective elements of
the road transportation in the occurrence of accidents. In the present study, with combining
the parameters related to accidents, geometric parameters of the accident location and traffic
parameters, hotspots were identified. At the present research, were used the superior
methods of Poisson regression and negative binomial distribution and based on the
combined criteria of frequency and severity of accidents and equivalent injury factors by a
floating segmentation of road. Then using Time Series Models in ANN, result were
compared and validated. The results of ANN models demonstrate that the frequency
method of accidents tends toward places with high traffic volume. MATLAB and STATA
software were used. Non-native plumbing, curvature, slope, section length and residential
area had more significance, and their coefficients indicated the significant effect of these
parameters on the occurrence of the frequency and severity of accidents in hotspot
locations.
Keywords: Hotspots identification, regression models, frequency and severity of accidents,
ANN models.
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1. Introduction
Correct identification of accident prone areas has a significant effect on the reduction of road accidents and
damages caused by it. Due to the lack of domestic studies and researches on the identification methods of
accident hotspots, the introduction of a comprehensive and localized method for identifying hotspots is
required more than before. It is obvious that paying more attention to the topic of the accident hotspots as
the first and most important step in all road safety projects and localizing the identification methods for
hotspots can reduce the growing problem of road accidents [1]. Suburban accidents constitute a major part
of accidents. The statistics show that death in suburban roads accounts for more than 69 percent of the total
deaths caused by accidents in the country. The targeted and systematic reduction of accidents requires a
comprehensive road safety management. Introducing accident hotspots is the first step in the road safety
management process. Accident hotspots are sometimes recognized by definitions such as: hazardous road
locations, high-risk locations, accident-prone situations, places requiring improvement and etc. [2]. With the
development and implementation of road safety improvements, two major objectives are followed: the
identification of accident hotspots and the assessment of areas with the highest potential for reducing
accidents [3]. Investigating and studying the accident hotspots in Iran are in low and inadequate level due to
the lack of a codified plan to identify and prioritize these spots and the appropriate database in which the
identification of country hotspots can be registered and updated after supplying the validity and
implementation of the corrective measures of its data. While neither are valid scientific methods used to
identify and prioritize them, nor are the effectiveness and reduction of accidents in these spots evaluated after
spending cost and securing them [1].

2. Literature Review
Accident Hotspots: There are many definitions for accident hotspots. However, conducted researches has
emphasized that there is no comprehensive accepted definition of what is termed “dangerous.” Elvik (2007)
defined the hotspot as “every spot that has a higher number of accidents than other similar spots due to local
risk factors” [4]. This definition refers to this concept that hotspots are the spots where the risk factors of
the geometric and traffic design have a lot contribution in accidents and are reduced by the accident
engineering strategies [5]. An accident hotspot is a spot in which at least 10 accidents occurred during a threeyear period, or at least four accidents occurred during one year [6]. The definition of hotspot in different
countries is presented in Table 1.
In general, there is no acceptable and definite definition for accident hotspots. Usually, accidnet hotspots
are places in which there is a probability of high risk or accident occurrence. These spots are locations in
which the potential for accidents is unacceptably high. The risk of accident occurrence is not the same
throughout a road network. In certain situations, the level of risk is higher than the overall levels of risk in
adjacent areas that more accidents occur in these situations. Although the term “hotspot” refers to a certain
position, it is often used for sections of the road. These spots are usually found in certain areas of the road,
such as crowded intersections and sharp curves. According to the Australian Department of Transportation
and Economy, the locations are classified as hotspots or black spots after identifying the risk level and the
probability of an accident occurrence in each location. As mentioned above, in certain locations, the level of
risk is greater than the overall level of danger in the surrounding areas, and the accidents will occur more in
these places with a high relative risk [3]. Preventive or observation-based method: that emphasizes on
analyzing the physical and functional characteristics of the road for identifying existing road safety problems
or road construction projects. This method is called Road Safety Inspection [1].
In identifying accident hotspots, the first method has been emphasized by more researchers, and its
ability for identification of correct spots is more. But the first method requires accident information.
Unfortunately, in many less developed countries, the importance of accurate recording of accidents for future
uses is not explained and their accident database has many shortcomings. In our country, due to the long
length of roads and the fewer police presence in roads with the lower importance grade, and most importantly,
the failure to record many accidents that do not have plaintiff (generally single-vehicle or damage accidents),
as well as the lack of recording geographic coordinates, there is no proper information for identifying accident
hotspots with the first method. These issues highlighted the importance of using safety inspections.
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Table 1. Definition of accident hotspot in different countries.
Country
Germany
England

Accident Hotspot Definition
Road sections with the length of 300 m, occurrence of more than 3 similar accidents
during one year, occurrence of more than 5 accidents during three years
Road sections with the length of 300 m, spot in which the total number of road
accidents is more than 12 accidents over three years.
Road sections with the length of 1km, occurrence of more than 5 injury accidents
or 2 fatal accidents during one year, occurrence of more than 10 injury accident or
5 fatal accident during 3 years

Spain

Road sections with the length of 250m, occurrence of at least 3 injury accidents
during 1 year, occurrence of at least 3 similar injury accidents during 3 year,
occurrence of at least 5 similar accidents during 1 year
Occurrence of at least 10 accidents, totally occurrence of at least 5 accidents with
Netherlands
similar properties of analysis period is 3 to 5 year.
Source: Rahimov and Haj Ali (2011)
Czech

Table 2. Comparison of Criteria for hotspots in some countries (Source, Astaraki).
Country
Australia
England
Germany
Norway
Portugal
Thailand

Section’s length
A short section
300 meter
300 meter
100 meter
200 meter
variable

Frequency
During 5 years at least 3 accidents
During 3 years 12 accidents
During 3 years 8 accidents
During 3 years 4 accidents
During 3 years 5 accidents
During one year at least 3 accidents

In this research, the geometric and traffic characteristics of the study route are extracted based on field
surveys and inspections. The recorded spots are reviewed and examined closely as accidents in COM forms
of police 114 (Computerized forms of accident registration) in road, and the accurate geographical
coordinates are recorded for them to have the ability to exact analysis and transfer to the route aerial map as
well as GIS.
In general, nine methods for identifying hotspots are presented in various and valid sources. Each of
them is briefly mentioned: Accident Frequency Method, Accident Rate Method, Accident Critical Rate
method (Qualitative Control), Equivalent Property Damage Only Index (3 EPDO Index), Accident severity
Method, Developed Accident Severity Method, Accident Number-Severity Method (Used in Organization
of Road and Road Transport), Lost Cost Method (cost of losses + cost of heavy injuries + cost of light and
possible injuries + cost of financial damage = lost value), Accident Density Method.
Road Safety Inspection: The principles of this method are based on existing inspections and identifying
the weaknesses and shortcomings of the route. Normally, inspection costs will account for less than 0.5% of
the total costs of the road construction project, but will result in significant investment return.
The risk is the probability of an accident occurrence, which can be expressed as a rate with a number of
measurement values including time, traffic flow, road length, or road user interaction.
In a research by Haghighi, seven commonly applied HSID methods (accident frequency (AF), PIARC
coefficient based equivalent property damage only (EPDO), P-value (Islamic Republic of Iran Ministry Roads
and Urban development), accident rate (AR), combined criteria, empirical Bayes (EB), societal risk-based)
were compared against six robust and informative quantitative evaluation criteria (site consistency test,
method consistency test, total rank differences test, total score test, sensitivity test and specificity test). These
tests evaluate each method performance in a variety of areas, such as efficiency in identifying sites that show
consistently poor safety performance, reliability in identifying the same black spots in subsequent time periods
.To evaluate the HSID methods, three years of crash data from the Kerman state were used. Analytical
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Hierarchy Process (AHP) method has been used for determination the importance coefficients of evaluation
tests and as a result, showed that the total rank differences test is the most appropriate test. The quantitative
evaluation tests showed that the EB method performs better than the other HSID method. Test results
highlight that the EB method is the most consistent and reliable method for identifying priority investigation
locations [7].
Studies conducted over the last few decades show that design elements influence the road safety. Design
elements include cross-section features, horizontal path, vertical path, road shoulders, intersection design
(level and non-level), lighting, accesses and how to control them, and pavement quality. In many conducted
studies in this field and the proposed model, the fit analysis has been used to explore the relationship between
accident rate and design elements. Dickon and his colleagues discussed the difference between the accident
hotspots and sections [8], as well as in the field of the accident severity assessment for this group they
suggested a numerical weight of 9.5 for fatal accidents and severe injuries and they suggested numerical
weights of 3.5 for mediate and light injury accidents. Taylor and Thompson presented a method in which the
total weight of the eight factors was used as an indicator of being risky [9]. These eight factors include accident
frequency, accident rate, accident severity, V/C ratio, distance of vision, collisions, sudden movements and
expectations of drivers. McGuigan, like Jurgenson, suggested that for each section or intersection of the
network, the difference between the existing accident frequency and the accident frequency expected for that
section or intersection should be considered as a capability of improvement for each network component.
The higher the capability, the higher the desired intersection or cross-section rank in the final ranking [10].
Sohn used the card method, neural networks and regression analysis to categorize accidents based on the
severity in Korea, and showed that seatbelt and helmet are the most important determinants of accident
severity [11].
Karlafits studied Indiana crashes using tree regression analysis and found that, the most important causes
of road accidents for two-lane suburban roads are daily traffic volume, shoulder width, pavement service and
pavement surface friction, respectively. While the most important factors in the occurrence of accidents for
multi-lane roads are the importance of daily traffic volume, middle-of-the-road width, friction of pavement
surface, road width and pavement service index, respectively [12]. Cheng and Washington used three simple
ranking methods based on the accident frequency, confidence intervals, and empirical Bayes methods to
identify accident-prone intersections of Arizona State. The results of their work indicated the superiority of
the empirical Bayes method relative to the two mentioned methods in identifying high-risk intersections [13].
El- Basyouny and Sayed employed the Multivariate Poisson Log-Normal method to identify the accident
prone intersections of the city of Edmonton, Canada. They used two criteria of frequency and severity to
identify and prioritize accident prone intersections [14]. Cafiso in a study on the second-class suburban roads
(which were constructed on the basis of lower standards, with more sharp and horizontal curves), found that
on average, these curves had a larger share of accidents [15].
Shariat Mohaimani and Tavakoli evaluated the severity of injuries caused by accidents in two-lane
suburban roads using data mining models. According to their studies, it seems necessary to pay attention to
the construction of overtaking bands and the intensification of applying regulations to reduce the hazardous
overtaking maneuvers in these roads [16]. Kazemi and Zoghi identified and prioritized the accident hotspots
on the suburban roads and provided a software. The results of their studies indicated that the criterion of
accident frequency identifies places that have higher traffic volume, the criterion of accident rate identifies
places with lower traffic volumes, and the criterion of severity also identifies locations that are outside of the
city. None of these criteria is necessarily the best. Each of them highlights the problems from their own point
of view. As a result, it is better to use more than one criterion for identification and compare the results [1].
Sadeghi identified and prioritized accident prone sections with the route segmentation approach and data
envelopment analysis. Comparison of road sections using linear programming in the data envelopment
analysis framework provides a method that can be used to prioritize road sections, intersections, fields, or the
entire paths of an area for the road safety organization in terms of the other road safety. In the present study,
the relative inefficiency of 154 road sections was obtained. It is a new experience in terms of defining input
and output indicators based on the data envelopment analysis method for prioritizing the road sections. With
the current method, a number of sections are neglected despite inappropriate (efficiency) performance, while
at a low cost, we can achieve better results. As a result, this method yields privileges (inefficiency) that allow
the road sections to be properly ranked and prioritized [5]. In the another research, It is attempted to identify
and prioritize the accident prone points (black spots) in “Iraanshahr-Sarbaaz-Chabahar” road located in
Baluchistan, Iran, without no use of accident data but rather using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which
is the enhanced procedure of road safety audit technique [17]. Another paper aims at presenting a novel
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approach, capable of identifying the location as well as the length of high crash road segments. It focuses on
the location of accidents occurred along the road and their effective regions. In other words, due to
applicability and budget limitations in improving safety of road segments, it is not possible to recognize all
high crash road segments. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to identify high crash road segments and
their real length to be able to prioritize the safety improvement in roads [18].
Vosoughifar examined how to identify hotspots using the Geographic Information System (GIS).
According to the results of this study, arches, intersections and roadside installations play a significant role in
increasing the risk of road accidents [19]. Saffarzadeh using statistics and information related to 580 km of
the country's main roads, using a SPSS software, presented a mathematical model in which the effect of ADT
on the risk index is significant [20]. Nassiri and Moshfegh presented two relationships for the risk index with
the combination of different components [21]. Safety visits is a method that was investigated in the study of
Sajed and Azimi. In order to study the case, 14 tunnels of suburban roads of Ardabil province were selected
and then important factors affecting the safety of tunnels, such as tunnel lighting and tunnel placement in
archways were determined and Tunnel Safety Index (SI) were calculated for their safety assessment and
compared with the accident statistics of tunnels. Finally, the Risk levels (RL) of the tunnels were proposed to
prioritize the safety measures [22].
Regarding the proposed models, it can be assertively stated that the results of each model is reliable within
the range of conditions in which the parameters of the model are taken into account. For example, weather
conditions, driving behavior strongly influence the model results. Therefore, regardless of the changes in the
factors involved, the direct use of a model and its results leads to the inconsistent results. For developing
countries, the pattern of accidents is strongly influenced by human factors. What is important is the fact that
the pattern of accidents in one section is influenced by the selected parameters and its nature is formed based
on the spatial and temporal conditions of the selected variables. To this end, the process of accident model
for Iran's roads has been reviewed and presented with the aim of identifying the parameters and factors
involved in the rate of accidents and their relationship.
For a contribution, in addition injury and fatality, non-injury (only monetary) accident records are
considered in the modeling in this research. In addition, the presented models can be identified high risk
spots and segments on the road based on accident severity and frequency. In this research, a floating
segmentation method with a fixed length of 2 km were used that has advantages in competition with fixed
segmentation method.

3. Methodology
The accident prone location refers to the location in which the accident indicator exceeds a critical value
(critical criterion). It should be noted that the location can be a spot or a road section of or a range. In this
way, it is essential to know the types of indicators and related criteria for the identification of accident prone
locations. In scientific sources, accident prone locations are often referred to as black spots, high accident
areas or hotspots.
Whenever an accident index exceeds a certain limit, then the critical condition for a spot or section is
created. Accordingly, that spot and section are identified as an accident prone location or black spot.
Therefore, determining the criterion for critical limits is always one of the essential challenges to traffic safety
authorities. The purpose of identifying high-accident locations is to reach priority locations in order to allocate
optimally and effectively the safety budgets as well as to promote more efficient and faster safety at the level
of the road network. Obviously, a suitable criterion for communities depends on factors and parameters such
as annual safety budgets, technology levels, the amount of trained personnel, community operating strengths,
and safety strategic plans and projects. Therefore, it is not possible to prescribe a definite and stable criterion
for different communities. In recent years, human, vehicle, road and environment have been recognized as
the three main and effective elements of road transportation in the occurrence of accidents.
3.1. Conceptual Model of Research and General Structure of Research
In this research, a risk model based on the accident index (the number calculated for an accident hotspot in
a road and in the study time period) for accident hotspots (a spot in a road or road segment with a maximum
length of 1 km on which at least one fatal or injury accident has occurred) is determined to identify and
prioritize accident hotspots of the suburban roads.
ENGINEERING JOURNAL Volume 23 Issue 6, ISSN 0125-8281 (http://www.engj.org/)
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of research (Identification process of the accident hotspots and segments).
In this research, a general approach is done in three phases (Fig. 1):
1. Examining and evaluating the current conditions on the studied roads (safety inspections through
field surveys as well as compliance with geometric design standards), which include:
1.1. Traffic characteristics of the road including: annual average daily traffic volume, traffic speeds,
traffic combination and traffic performance of the route, and etc.
1.2. The geometric characteristics of the road including: the length of the segment (section length),
the width of the roadway, the vertical and horizontal curves, the maximum slope and
curvature*slope.
1.3. Road safety and warning signs including: Vertical and horizontal warning, limiting and route
warning signs, type and conditions of safety equipment for the sides.
1.4. Personal information of drivers and users of the route including: age, gender, level of education
and familiarity with the route (lic).
2. Examining the history of accidents occurring in the site, including: the number and severity of
accidents, the incident time, the cause of the accident and the location of occurrence and their
statistical analysis (these statistics should have proper accuracy and dispersion in the country). For
statistical analysis and validation of models, statistical software such as SPSS and STATA as well as
MATLAB (for neural networks) will be used.
3. Providing an appropriate risk model for identifying and prioritizing spots based on new
combinational methods and validating those using Regression Models Time Series Models based on
the type, the amount and the dispersion of data.
Figure 2 illustrated that the major problems of segmentation with the sequential fixed length. Table 3
shows the percentage of accidents covered by accident-prone segments along the route.
The usual approach in investigating the factors affecting road accidents is that the road network is firstly
segmented, and high-accident segments in the road network are identified by selecting a suitable performance
criterion and during the network screening process. Then, the relationship between various factors of traffic,
human, route geometry, or a combination of them with an occurred accident in high-accident segments of
the route is established using a mathematical model, and the effect of each factor in the occurrence of
accidents is examined. The mathematical models used in previous researches are divided into three general
categories of regression models, multi-criteria decision models, and pattern recognition models. In this
research, suitable regression models and pattern recognition have been used.
The main objective of this research is to investigate the causes and factors of road accidents based on
various traffic and geometric parameters of the route and present a risk model to identify accident hotspots.
For this purpose, the network of roads is first segmented and screened with the aim of identifying high196
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accident segments. The usual methods of segmentation due to the inherent weakness of the fixed assuming
the length of the segments (static method) are not able to correctly identify the boundary of the road
segments. Hence, in this study, dynamic segmentation method (with fixed length, but floating) has been used
(Fig. 2).
After segmentation and screening of the network of roads and identification of the high-accident
segments, the effect of human factors, traffic characteristics and road characteristics (as the most important
factors affecting the accident occurrence) are determined by collecting and measuring a set of visible variables
in high-accident segments and using the proposed risk model. The method is that after identifying the factors
affecting the occurrence of accidents, measurable variables of each of the effective factors are collected and
prepared. and the relationship between these factors with each other and how they affect the occurrence of
accidents are determined based on regression modeling and pattern recognition (Artificial Neural Network)
with a partial least squares approach (based on a set of theoretical principles reflecting the cause and effect
relationship of factors affecting the occurrence of accidents with each other).
The main advantage of the proposed model for identifying the hotspots is its applicability based on traffic
and geometric information of the route and accident data with the specific spatial coordinates based on a
dynamic segmentation method that includes both the severity and the number of accidents. Although the
coefficients presented by the Ministry of Roads and Urban Development have been used to determine the
Equivalent Property Damage Only Index, in the modeling and in spite of the simple identification and
prioritization method presented in this instruction (which just consider the Equivalent Property Damage
Only Index of accident severity and road performance and segment length), using this information, a
comprehensive risk model for identifying hotspots has been proposed that with the maximum coverage of
the high-accident segments, it can provide a suitable practical approach for prioritizing and budgeting and
modifying those spots.

a. Failure to coordinate the accident-prone segment position with the defined segments.

b. Failure to coordinate the length of the accident-prone segment with the length of the defined segments
Fig. 2. Major problems of segmentation with the sequential fixed length.
In the floating segmentation method with a fixed length of 2 km, the highest percentage of accident
coverage was obtained for segments with sequential and floating fixed lengths of 3 and 5. Due to the
segmentation of the accident hotspots based on the above-mentioned method, in the adjacent space units we
can also determine the boundary and length of the high-accident segments of the route better than the
ENGINEERING JOURNAL Volume 23 Issue 6, ISSN 0125-8281 (http://www.engj.org/)
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previous methods. Therefore, the prioritization of the high-accident segments of the route by using this
method to allocate the route improvement credit is more optimal than other methods and with a specific
amount for improvement of the route, more percentage of accidents will be covered.
Table 3. Percentage of accidents covered by accident-prone segments along the route.

3.2. Regression and ANN Models
The most common statistical models in the discussion of road safety are the Poisson regression model and
negative binomial distribution. These methods are used to model discrete, independent and positive events.
These models are employed to select variables and also for modeling accidents [23]. Due to the fact that the
accident data has an over dispersion (in the sense that the data variance is greater than the mean), a negative
binomial model is used to overcome this problem. For such data, the Poisson method should not be used.
For example, if the Poisson model is used to estimate the number of expected accidents, a great difference is
created between occurred and estimated accidents [24]. A negative binomial model is the modified Poisson
model for solving problems of data with over dispersion. This model is based on the assumption that the
Poisson parameter has a gamma distribution. The model is derived from a closed equation and the
mathematical rules for solving the relationship between the mean and variance are almost straightforward.
The negative binomial model is obtained by rewriting the Poisson parameter for each observation i as follows:

i  EXP ( X i   i )

(1)



where: EXP( i ) is the gamma distribution error with the mean 1 and the variance α. Adding this equation
allows the variance to differ from the mean as follows:

VAR[ yi ]  E[ yi ][1  E[ yi ]]  E[ yi ]  E[ yi ]2

(2)

Poisson's regression model is a mode of a negative binomial model in which α reaches zero. It means
that the choice of one of these two models depends on α. α is usually called the over dispersion parameter.
The Poisson Gamma model is the most commonly used model for estimating the frequency of accidents.
Then using Time Series Models (TSM) in ANN, result were compared and validated. The results of
artificial neural network models demonstrate that the frequency method of accidents tends toward places
with high traffic volume and in addition, the severity of the accident is not considered in this method.
MATLAB-2015a and STATA software were used.
3.3. Case study
In the present study, with combining the parameters related to accidents (including accident time, accident
cause and accident severity), geometric parameters of the accident location (including: road width, shoulder
width and radius of horizontal and vertical curves, road surface conditions), and traffic parameters (including:
average daily traffic volume, heavy traffic percentage and average speed of route in accident day) were
combined. There for, three-year statistics and information (2015-2017), which have taken place over 130 km
from the main two-lane Ardebil-Sarcham (Fig. 3) suburban road and inserted in the police accident
registration forms and all the information along with the geographical coordinates of the spots on the route
has been reviewed, the route accidents in different sections have been modeled and evaluated using Poisson
regression models and negative binomial distribution of the number and severity of accidents in the STATA
software. Figure 4 displays the distribution diagram of accidents along the route and per kilometer.
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Fig. 3. Global Positioning Systems of accident location (GPS\ Ardabil-Sarcham road).

Fig. 4. Distribution diagram of accidents along the route (130 kilometer).
3.4. Data and Modeling
Table 4 indicates the sample and the names of independent and dependent variables and their values, as well
as the categorization of quantitative and qualitative variables that are prepared for modeling in the Excel
software environment and entered into the statistical software STATA and MATLAB. Table 5 shows the
sample of road segmentation that sorted by accident frequency (this table sorted by 18 to 1 accident for 1 or
2 kilometer segments) along the route (130 kilometer). Table 6 shows the names and characteristics of hidden
and observable variables as well as their indexes for human factor parameters, geometric characteristics of
the road, traffic characteristics, and accidents Also, Table 7 displays the route data sample calculated according
to Tables (4 to 6) for two segments (30-31) and (2-3), which have the highest accidents.
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3.4.1. Regression Modeling
Data from three years of Ardabil-Sarcham suburban road accidents were processed in EXCEL environment
and entered into the software environment of STATA for regression modeling. The output of the model and
the definition of the parameters are given in Tables 8 and 9.
Table 4. Samples and names of independent and dependent variables and their values.
Variable
name
A.S.
A.F.
S.C.
Volume
AADT
P.C.H
N.P.C.H
Av. Speed
Weekend
Lic
Light
C.T.
WC
A.C.
GC

Specifications

Variable type/value/unit

Dependent variable (with coefficient)
Dependent variable (accident
frequency)
segment length
Hourly traffic volume
Annual average daily traffic
Traffic volume of passenger cars
Traffic volume of non- passenger cars
Average speed at the time of accident
Days of week
Native , Non-Native license plate
Lighting conditions

Fatal\injury\damage (equaled)
Number of accidents
1 or 2 km
Vehicle in hour
Vehicle in hour
passenger cars in hour
Vehicle in hour
Km/h
Weekend 1, rest 0
Native 0, Non-Native 1
Day 1, night 0
One or more vehicleoverturning-with pedestrian- etc
Clear 1 etc 0
Nine causes of accidents
P-straight\ P-intersection\ PResidential\P- Slope\ Phorizontal curve
Global Positioning Systems of
accident location

Collision Type
Weather conditions
Accident cause
Geometric condition of accident
location

GPS

-

Table 5. Sample of road segmentation that sorted by accident frequency (this table sorted by 18 to 1 accident
for 1 or 2 kilometer segments).
Segment

kilometer

Accident frequency

1

30

31

18

2

2

3

17

3

20

21

17

4

1

2

16

5

21

22

16

6

2

2

16

3.4.2. Time Series Modeling by ANN
3.4.2.1. Describing the data and statistical analyzes on the data
In this section, statistical operations were performed on the accident data and the correlation between the
data was examined. A wavelet neural network integrated model was used to do this. The main objective of
this section is to identify the most important factors affecting the number and severity of accidents using data
mining. In this chapter, after analyzing the data in the form of charts and tables, the most important factors
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were identified using MATLAB software. In this section, 2642 accident scenes involving a total of 2,297
people from 2015 to 2017 years are considered for this study. The data used in the study of driving accidents
are generally of a discrete and qualitative type (accident type, collision type, vehicle type, lighting status,
accident location, etc.). Some data such as driver's age, shoulder width, radius of the horizontal arcs and the
longitudinal slope of the route, as well as the traffic volume and the average traffic speed and etc. can have
small values. By examining the above-mentioned various items and components, the risk index was obtained
and the graph was depicted as follows. 70% of the data was allocated to the training and evaluation of the
network and 30% was allocated to the result. AI data was entered into the neural network of Black Box and
was used to predict the model using 5 neural neurons. The coefficient of efficiency was obtained E=0.46 for
the neural network method. The next method is the neural-wavelet network, with an efficiency coefficient of
E =0.84, which indicates the superiority of this method over the previous method. The Wavelet neural
network integrated model first filters the data and then enters the neural network (Fig. 5).
3.4.2.2. The criteria for choosing the best model
In order to choose the best model, there are various criteria in both discrete selection and data mining
methods that can be applied. In this study, Log Likelihood, AIC and AICc criteria were used to select the
best discrete selection model. On the other hand, the AUC, Accuracy, and Error Criteria have been used to
select the best data mining model.
3.4.2.3. Modeling based on artificial neural network (ANN) method
At this stage, based on the data processing in the Excel software environment, input and output matrices
were prepared for the data. As the number of accidents were considered as output and all the discrete and
continuous variables, that the statistical analyzes were performed on them, were considered as the input
matrix of the model.
Table 6. Indicators used to define hidden variables.
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Average Daily Traffic
35117
40295

Heavy traffic rate at the
accident hour
0.27
0.20

Age group more than 60
2
1

Age group 45- 60
2
3

Age group 30-45
11
9

Age group 18-30
3
4

Female
1
2

Male
17
15

Non native
8
8

Native
10
9

Maximum curvature
15
0

Absolute value of maximum
segment- slope
6.07
0.5

Daily rates of accidents
0.512
0.422

Hourly rates of accidents
11.92
9.82

Accident number
18
17

To (km)
31
3

From (km)
30
2

Road : Ardabil-Sarcham

Table 7. The sample of route data calculated according to tables (4 to 6) for two segments (30-31) and (23).

Table 8. The output of the Poisson model at the final stage (8) for AF.

3.4.2.4. Sensitive analysis and validation of models
In addition to the tests for the neural network model, one of the most commonly used methods for evaluating
models created for accidents is the comparison between model output and observed values. Typically, this
comparison is performed in two stages, once using the data used in the modeling stage and again using a
series of independent data not used in the modeling process. The results of the comparison of the first stage
show the good fit of the model with the data used in modeling, while the results of the comparison of the
second stage indicate the generalizability of the model results (Figs. 7 to 9). The value of R2 obtained from
the model fitting with the observed value and without considering the computational error according to Fig. 8
is equal to 0.61, indicating the appropriate fit of the model in the estimation of accidents. According to the
above figure, the value of R2 obtained from fitting with considering the computational error is equal to 0.97
(MSE=0.25, R2 =0.97) which indicates the appropriate fitting of the proposed model using the proposed
method in order to achieve the research objectives (Fig. 7).
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Table 9. The output of the Poisson model at the final stage (11) for AS.

AI
1.2
1
0.8

0.6
0.4

AI

0.2
0

Fig. 5

The result of the accident severity index model based on traffic and geometric parameters.

For each accident record, all the columns of the record are independent variables that are related to a
single segment. Therefore, in some segments of one and two kilometers the record is zero, and in some of
them the number of records sometimes reaches ten. On the other hand, the criterion of being accident prone
location according to the instructions of the Ministry of Roads and Urban Development in 2015 is as follows:
Accident hotspot means an accident spot where the accident index number of that spot is greater than or
equal to the numerical mean of this index at the network level of the country's roads. Furthermore, during a
period of three years, those spots on which at least two fatal accidents, or three injury accidents, or one fatal
accident, plus two injury accidents are occurred should be listed as accident hotspots.
Hence, in the model, some segments of the route that has at least two fatal accidents, or three injury
accidents, or one fatal accident, plus two injury accidents, have been used in the risk model and other
components are not included in the model.
In the following, various diagrams for training data, testing, the results of the study and the output of the
neural network are described in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The observed and estimated values of accident number in the neural network model for two stages
of training and testing.

Fig. 7. The effect of volume and speed parameters on accident number.

Fig. 8. The best validation performance in Lev. Model.
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Fig. 9. Model fitting with the regression analyses for training, Validation and test stages.

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, two risk models based on the regression method and pattern recognition were presented to
identify accident hotspots based on the severity and number of accidents and the dynamic segmentation
method with a floating fixed length of 2 kilometers. To confirm the results of the models, the sensitivity
analysis was used which indicated that the increase in accidents was accompanied by an increase in average
speed and reduction of traffic volume of the route. Meanwhile, in the neural network method, validation of
the model is performed at the testing stage, which the fit coefficient obtained confirms the appropriateness
of the method for modeling.
In the floating segmentation method with a fixed length of 2 km, the highest percentage of accident
coverage was obtained for segments with sequential and floating fixed lengths of 3 and 5. Therefore, the
prioritization of the high-accident segments of the route by using this method to allocate the route
improvement credit is more optimal than other methods and with a specific amount for improvement of the
route, more percentage of accidents will be covered. In this research, were used the superior methods of
Poisson regression and negative binomial distribution and based on the combined criteria of frequency and
severity of accidents and equivalent injury factors. Then using Time Series Models in ANN, result were
compared and validated. The results of artificial neural network models demonstrate that the frequency
method of accidents tends toward places with high traffic volume and in addition, the severity of the accident
is not considered in this method. MATLAB-2015a and STATA software were used. Non-native plumbing
(lic), curvature, slope, section length and residential area had more significance, and their coefficients
indicated the significant effect of these parameters on the occurrence of the frequency and severity of
accidents in hotspot locations.
In a general view, this study can be classified as a road safety study that aims to determine the strengths
and weaknesses of existing risk index models and propose a developed model to identify and prioritize highENGINEERING JOURNAL Volume 23 Issue 6, ISSN 0125-8281 (http://www.engj.org/)
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risk spots and segments of the suburban roads. As mentioned, a significant number of accidents are
concentrated in specific spots of the road identified as accident hotspots. Obviously, with regard to credit
constraints, the construction of new roads is not feasible and requires a great deal of cost and time; therefore,
road safety management by improving the safety of these spots can be the most important action in reducing
road accidents and road casualties with the greatest impact. Definite opportunities in this approach including
preventive measures to improve safety through the improvement of hazardous situations in the existing
network of roads with the aim of preventing accidents and reactive measures with the aim of correcting spots
that are identified as accident hotspots can be effective in reducing accidents and damages resulting from it.
The results of artificial neural network models demonstrate that the frequency method of accidents tends
toward places with high traffic volume and in addition, the severity of the accident is not considered in this
method. Traffic and the nature of the accident are not considered in the method of Equivalent Property
Damage Only Index, and the deviation tends towards high-speed locations in the suburban roadways.
Therefore, considering both issues can provide more accurate results. However, in the proposed method, the
accidental nature of accidents is considered and due to considering the nature of “return to mean in accident
data,” the accuracy of estimation is increased and in comparison with other methods, it is the most
appropriate method for determining the accident hotspots of suburban roadways.
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